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Expansion of a circular hole, embedded in an inﬁnite elastoplastic sheet, is studied within the framework
of large strain plane-stress plasticity. Material response is modeled by deformation type theories with
two families of generalized isotropic yield criteria. Two distinct problems are examined in detail: hole
enlargement under internal pressure and hole expansion under remote tension. Strain hardening and
elastic compressibility are fully accounted for.
Numerical illustrations reveal constitutive sensitivity of stress and deformation proﬁles. For the inter-
nally pressurized hole the speciﬁc power needed to create a new volume unit reaches an asymptotic level
practically independent of yield criteria. The speciﬁc cavitation power is used to derive a simple relation
for the ballistic limit in quasi-static plate perforation, showing good agreement with experimental
results. Under remote tension the hole expands spontaneously when external stress approaches a limit
which is found to be highly sensitive to the yield criteria.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Background and motivation
Elastoplastic cavity expansion ﬁelds are widely accepted as a ba-
sic physical model underlying penetration behavior and fracture
processes. Investigations of cavitation can result in relatively simple
relations for prediction of penetration depth and ballistic limits.
However, cavitation studies necessarily employ different constitu-
tive assumptions which, in turn, inﬂuence results for critical loads.
For an elastoplastic media a fundamental choice is the yield counter
of thematerialwhich is identiﬁedwith theplastic potential in caseof
associated plasticity. In this paper we examine the constitutive sen-
sitivity of cavitation ﬁelds, in elastoplastic media, to yield criteria
and speciﬁc material parameters. Prediction of cavitation stress
are applied to both plate perforation and stress concentration.
While much of available studies on plastic response of metals
center on Mises and Tresca yield criteria, it is commonly agreed
that neither of the two loci coincides completely with experimen-
tal data. Within the context of isotropic and incompressible plas-
ticity, there have been two noticeable suggestions to generalize
the Mises and Tresca criteria, yet preserving mathematical ele-
gance of original formulation.
The ﬁrst proposal which dates back to Hershey (1954) and later
discussed by Davis (1961), Paul (1968), and Hosford (1972) can be
written as
2rme ¼ jr1  r2jm þ jr2  r3jm þ jr3  r1jm ð1:1Þll rights reserved.
: +972 4 829 2030.
e submitted to the Technion.where ðr1;r2;r3Þ are the principal stresses and re is the effective
stress. Parameter m is left free, yet remains positive, with m > 1
to ensure convexity. The Tresca criterion is obtained when
m ¼ 1;1 and the Mises criterion is recovered for m ¼ 2;4. Most
of available experimental data on plane stress plastic yielding is
bounded between the Tresca hexagon and Mises ellipse.
An alternative generalization which probably has its origin in
Schmidt (1932), with further work by Tan (1990), Karaﬁllis and
Boyce (1993) is described by the yield function
2þ 2m
3m
 
rme ¼ jr1  rhjm þ jr2  rhjm þ jr3  rhjm ð1:2Þ
which specializes to the Mises condition when m ¼ 2;4. Here,
rh ¼ ðr1 þ r2 þ r3Þ=3 denotes the hydrostatic pressure and param-
eter m is again a material constant.
For plane-stress ﬁelds, with r3 ¼ 0, families (1.1) and (1.2) are
described by the plane contours
2rme ¼ jr1  r2jm þ jr1jm þ jr2jm ð1:3Þ
and
ð2þ 2mÞrme ¼ j2r1  r2jm þ j2r2  r1jm þ jr1 þ r2jm ð1:4Þ
respectively. In uniaxial tension ðr1 ¼ r;r2 ¼ 0Þ and in equi-biaxial
tension ðr1 ¼ r2 ¼ rÞ both families coincide with r ¼ re. In pure
shear, however, where ðr1 ¼ r2 ¼ rÞ we have from (1.3)
r ¼ ð1þ 2m1Þ1mre ð1:5Þ
and similarly, from (1.4),
r ¼ ð1þ 2m1Þ1m re
3
ð1:6Þ
Fig. 2. Plane-stress axially-symmetric deformation patterns with a polar system of
coordinates. For the case of an internally pressurized hole remote tension r1
vanishes, and active load is rr ¼ p. For the case of remote tension p ¼ 0 and
rr ¼ r1 at inﬁnity. Deformed radius of hole is a.
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stress) in pure shear. Relation (1.5) has a maximum (0.585) at
m ¼ 2:767 while (1.6) exhibits a minimum (0.570) with the same
value of m. Available experimental data on yield surface contours
is not sufﬁciently conclusive to suggest a uniﬁed criterion for onset
of plasticity. A recent review (Yu, 2002) has examined numerous
experimental results with yield stress (shear/tension) ratio in the
range of 0.31–0.71. Now, for the Tresca hexagon that ratio is 0.5
while for the Mises ellipse we have 0.577. Most metals exhibit plas-
tic yielding at stresses between the Tresca and Mises criteria, yet
some metals have more complicated yield contours that lie outside
the Mises ellipse (Yu, 2002). Thus, while the yield stress ratio (1.5)
is bounded by the value of 0.585, higher levels (up to 2/3) are pre-
dicted by (1.6) as m increases. Both Mendelson (1968) and Bell
(1973) display classical experimental data by Taylor and Quinney
(1931) outside the Mises contour. Similar test results are shown
by Szczepinski (1979) who quotes, among others, yield experiments
by Ivey (1961) and by Bratt and Kanan (1966). Likewise, measure-
ments by Han and Wei (1991) indicate yield outside the Mises
contour.
The two yield plane-stress families (1.3) and (1.4) are displayed
in Fig. 1 for representative values of m. With m ¼ 1 the Tresca
hexagon is obtained from (1.3) and the yield contour inﬂates
(Fig. 1a) with increasing m up to m ¼ 2:767. As m increases further
the yield contours shrink back and again coincide with the Tresca
hexagon as m goes to inﬁnity. The Mises ellipse is obtained ﬁrst
with m ¼ 2 and then again with m ¼ 4. Identical values of m de-
scribe the Mises curve with family (1.4) though the Tresca criterion
is not recovered (Fig. 1b). Contours for that family start with the
hexagon shape at m ¼ 1 and shrink to nearly elliptic shape at
2.767. With higher values ofm the contours inﬂate back, coinciding
with the external (but not the Tresca) hexagon at m ¼ 1.
In this study, we examine consequences of selecting a particular
member out of (1.3) or (1.4) in solving ﬁnite strain problems. Two
basic ﬁelds are analyzed in detail with emphasis on deep local
plastiﬁcation. Expansion of a circular hole, embedded in an inﬁnite
planar sheet, is investigated under either internal pressure or re-
mote radial tension. Such problems are of interest in cold working
processes and in assessing stress concentration due to remote load.
Formulation is for large strain plane-stress axially-symmetricFig. 1. Plane-stress yield contours: (a) family (1.3) coincides with the Tresca hexagon at
Mises ellipse for m ¼ 2;4. Only half of principal stresses plane is shown due to symmetresponse with plastic constitutive branch based on (1.3) and (1.4)
and we identify the plastic potential with yield surfaces.
Constitutive equations are formulated in the next section with-
in the framework of deformation theories of plasticity. Introducing
a parametric representation of the stress components, it becomes
possible to express the total strain components in relatively simple
formulae for both yield functions.
Next in Section 3, we combine deformation kinematics with the
radial equilibrium equation to derive a key differential relation. A
further substitution from the constitutive equations, derived in
Section 2, reduces the governing mathematical system to a single
non-linear ordinary differential equation. The independent vari-
able is the effective stress, deﬁned in (1.3) or in (1.4), the other var-
iable being the parameter introduced for stress representation.
The ﬁrst boundary value problem, enlargement of a circular
hole under internal pressure (Fig. 2), is solved in Section 4. Classical
studies on this problem have been made by Taylor (1948) and Hill
(1950), with later work summarized in Durban (1987). Numerical
results for stress proﬁles and thickness changes are displayed over
a range of material parameters. A particularly interesting observa-
tion, with family (1.3), is that the speciﬁc power (work needed tom ¼ 1;1 and with the Mises ellipse at m ¼ 2;4;; (b) family (1.4) coincides with the
ry. Illustrative values of parameter m are indicated on ﬁgures.
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plastic range. Application of the speciﬁc cavitation power to
quasi-static plate perforation results in a simple relation for the
ballistic limit. Comparison of predicted values of the ballistic limit
with experimental results shows good agreement.
Hole expansion under remote uniform tension (Fig. 2) is consid-
ered in Section 5. Here we enhance the study in Durban and
Birman (1982) and show that in all cases considered in the present
work the remote stress approaches an asymptotic value where the
hole expands almost spontaneously while sensitivity to the yield
criteria is noticeable.
Thus, the common feature of both problems is the existence of
saturation states, where either the speciﬁc power supplied by
internal pressure or level of remote tension, approach asymptotic
values. The analysis accounts for elastic compressibility and is
valid for arbitrary strain hardening characteristics.
2. Constitutive response
Assuming plane-stress axially-symmetric orthogonal deforma-
tion patterns, we identify the principal stresses as
ðr1 ¼ rr ;r2 ¼ rh;r3 ¼ rz ¼ 0Þ where ðr; h; zÞ are polar coordinates.
A useful parametric representation is furnished by the trigonomet-
ric transformation
rr
re
¼ nðaÞ sin p
6
þ a
 
ð2:1Þ
rh
re
¼ nðaÞ sin p
6
 a
 
ð2:2Þ
where
nðaÞ ¼ 21m sin p
6
þ a
  m þ sin p
6
 a
  m þ cosaj jm 1m ð2:3Þ
for effective stress (1.3), and
nðaÞ ¼ ð2
m þ 2Þ1mﬃﬃﬃ
3
p cos p
6
þ a
  m þ cos p
6
 a
  m þ sinaj jm 1m
ð2:4Þ
for effective stress (1.4). In this formulation both stress components
depend on effective stress re and parameter a, thus facilitating a
reduction of the mathematical model to a single ordinary differen-
tial equation.
In associated plasticity, the plastic strain rates should be normal
to the yield surface, namely
_epi ¼ _K
@re
@ri
i ¼ r; h; z ð2:5Þ
where small increments are denoted by a superposed dot and _K is a
scaling factor. Combining (2.5) with the principle of plastic power
equivalence
ri _epi ¼ re _ep i ¼ r; h; z ð2:6Þ
where the total plastic strain ep is a known function of re, gives the
scaling factor _K ¼ _ep due to homogeneity of yield surfaces (1.1) and
(1.2). It follows that the plastic strain rates (2.5) become
_epi ¼ _epð@re=@riÞ or, within deformation theory of plasticity,
epi ¼ ep
@re
@ri
i ¼ r; h ð2:7Þ
While the dependence of ep on re has been left arbitrary, a broad
range of plastic response is covered by the power law
ep ¼ 0 for re < ry
ep ¼ ryE rery
 1
n  reE for re P ry
8<
: ð2:8Þwhere ry is the yield stress, E – the elastic modulus and n – the
hardening index.
A further speciﬁcation of (2.7) for the generalized yield surfaces,
used in this paper, gives the in-plane plastic strains
epr ¼ 
ep
2
nm1 sin
p
6
þ a
  m2 sin p
6
þ a
 
þ cosaj jm2 cosa
 
eph ¼
ep
2
nm1 sin
p
6
 a
  m2 sin p
6
 a
 
þ cosaj jm2 cosa
 
ð2:9Þ
for family (1.3) with n given by (2.3), and
epr ¼ 
ep
2
ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
Þm1
2m1 þ 1
 !
nm1 cos
p
6
þ 2
  m2 cos p
6
þ a
 
þ2 cos p
6
 a
  m2 cos p
6
 a
 
þ sinaj jm2 sina

eph ¼
ep
2
ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
Þm1
2m1 þ 1
 !
nm1 2 cos
p
6
þ a
  m2 cos p
6
þ a
 
þ cos p
6
 a
  m2 cos p
6
 a
 
þ sinaj jm2 sina

ð2:10Þ
for family (1.4) with n given by (2.4).
Transverse plastic strains comply with plastic incompressibility
and can be written for both families as
epz ¼ ðepr þ ephÞ ð2:11Þ
Superposing the elastic strains we get the total strain relations
er ¼ 1E ðrr  mrhÞ þ e
p
r
eh ¼ 1E ðrh  mrrÞ þ e
p
h
ez ¼  mE ðrr þ rhÞ  ðe
p
r þ ephÞ
ð2:12Þ
where m is Poisson’s ratio. Finally, with the aid of (2.1) and (2.2),
er ¼ nR sin p6 þ a
 
þ m sin p
6
 a
 h i
þ epr
eh ¼ nR sin p6  a
 
þ m sin p
6
þ a
 h i
þ eph
ez ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
mnR sina ðepr þ ephÞ
ð2:13Þ
where R ¼ re=E. Relations (2.13) apply to both families in conjunc-
tion with the appropriate expressions for n and plastic strains
ðepr ; ephÞ.
3. Kinematics, equilibrium and governing ODE
Following the analysis of Durban and Birman (1982) we shift to
the effective stress as the independent variable. With u denoting
the radial displacement we have the strain components
er ¼ ln 1þ dudr
 
eh ¼ ln 1þ ur
 
ez ¼ ln hh0 ð3:1Þ
where r is the material radial coordinate, h denotes the current
thickness and ho the initial thickness. Now, we combine the com-
patibility relation
r
deh
dr
 eereh þ 1 ¼ 0 ð3:2Þ
with the radial equilibrium equation
r
d
dr
ðhrrÞ þ eerehhðrr  rhÞ ¼ 0 ð3:3Þ
to eliminate the radial coordinate, resulting in the differential
relation
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The stress difference is obtained from (2.1) and (2.2) as
rh  rr ¼ ren cosa ð3:5Þ
while the strain difference becomes, by (2.12),
eh  er ¼ ð1þ mÞRn cosaþ eph  epr ð3:6Þ
Taking the effective stress as the independent variable, we sub-
stitute the ﬁeld variables differentials in (3.4) with the aid of the
chain rule
dðÞ ¼ @ðÞ
@R
dRþ @ðÞ
@a
da ð3:7Þ
evaluated from (2.1) and (2.13). Relation (3.4) can now be cast into
the form
2l @eh
@a
þ @Rr
@a
þ Rr @ez
@a
 
da
dR
þ 2l @eh
@R
þ @Rr
@R
þ Rr @ez
@R
 
¼ 0 ð3:8Þ
where ððRr;RhÞ ¼ ðrr;rhÞ=EÞ and l is the (nondimensionalized)
apparent shear modulus deﬁned by
2l ¼ Rh  Rr
eeher  1 ð3:9Þ
and reduces to Lame modulus in linear elastic range. Eq. (3.8) is a
ﬁrst order non-linear ordinary differential equation which can be
rewritten as
da
dR
¼ f ða;RÞ ð3:10Þ
where the function f ða;RÞ is explicitly known. Detailed expressions
of partial derivatives in (3.8) and function f ða;RÞ are given in
Cohen’s M.Sc. thesis, available in English (2009).4. Circular hole under internal compression
Denoting the undeformed radius of the hole by a0 and the inter-
nal pressure by p we have the boundary data
r ¼ a0 : rr ¼ p; r !1 : rr ¼ rh ! 0 ð4:1Þ
These conditions are translated into the ða;RÞ plane, with the
aid of (2.1) and (2.2), asFig. 3. Variation of parameter a with effective stress for the internally pressurized hole,
with large m while the Mises ellipse corresponds to m ¼ 2. Results are for post yield raR ¼ 0; a ¼ 0 at infinity ð4:2Þ
and
P ¼ RnðaÞ sin p
6
þ a
 
at the hole boundary ð4:3Þ
where P ¼ p=E. It follows that the solution of (3.10) provides a uni-
versal loading path in the ða;RÞ plane. Numerical integration starts
at the remote ﬁeld with (4.2) and the internal pressure is deter-
mined from (4.3) for any pair ða;RÞ which marks the integration
range. Sample results are displayed in Fig. 3 for yield surface
(1.3). Withm ¼ 1000 results are for a nearly perfect Tresca hexagon
though normality is fully maintained (there is no corner for any ﬁ-
nite value of m). The Mises ellipse is described by m ¼ 2 and sensi-
tivity of ða;RÞ locus, to both m and n, is clearly reﬂected in Fig. 3.
The nondimensional yield stress is deﬁned as Ry ¼ ry=E.
Stress histories and thickness changes are illustrated in Fig. 4
for family (1.3) and in Fig. 5 for family (1.4). On balance, sensitivity
of predictions by both families decrease with n, with family (1.3)
being more sensitive to parameter m. Stress proﬁles for m ¼ 2
resemble those of earlier studies, yet there are two noteworthy
observations that emerge from Figs. 4 and 5. The applied pressure
at the hole rr ¼ p can reach a local maximum (as for m ¼ 2 in
Fig. 4 when n ¼ 0:1 and for all values of m in Fig. 5 when
n ¼ 0:1Þwhich may be regarded as an indication to loss of stability.
Secondly, thickness changes may reach a maximum beyond which
thinning will commence with further plastiﬁcations. For the lower
hardening level ðn ¼ 0:1Þ thickness variation withm is more appar-
ent between the Tresca and the Mises criteria (Fig. 4) than outside
the Mises ellipse (Fig. 5).
The results of Figs. 4 and 5 indicate that, in the deep plastic
zone, wall pressure increases while thickness decreases. These
conﬂicting trends suggest a simple parameter to assess plate resis-
tance to hole expansion. To this end, we write the power supplied
by internal pressure as
_W ¼ 2pahp _a ð4:4Þ
where a is the current deformed radius of the hole. Now, from (3.1)
h ¼ h0eez ð4:5Þ
while the rate of creating new volume by hole expansion is
_V ¼ 2ph0a _a ð4:6Þwith two different values of hardening index n. The Tresca hexagon is approached
nge. Calculations are with Ry ¼ 0:003 and m ¼ 0:3. Data is for family (1.3).
Fig. 4. Stress histories and thickness changes for internally pressurized hole with family (1.3). Mises model is described by m ¼ 2 while the (smooth) Tresca hexagon is
approached for large m. Post yield zone is shown when re P ry. Notice that thickness changes may reach a maximum. Calculations are with Ry ¼ 0:003 and m ¼ 0:3.
Fig. 5. Stress histories and thickness changes for internally pressurized hole with family (1.4). Mises model corresponds to m ¼ 2. Post yield zone is shown when re P ry.
Notice that thickness changes may reach a maximum. Calculations are with Ry ¼ 0:003 and m ¼ 0:3.
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expand the hole (creating unit of new volume)
s ¼ dW
dV
¼ p h
h0
ð4:7Þ
We have examined in detail, the more practical case of family (1.3),
with yield contours between the Mises solid ðm ¼ 2Þ and the nearly
Tresca material ðm ¼ 1000Þ, with several values of hardening(Fig. 6). Asymptotic values of (4.7) have been found in all cases with
increasing levels of hardening. For an almost perfectly-plastic solid
ðn ¼ 0:001Þ we obtained with the Mises solid the asymptotic value
of s ¼ 2:03ry. By comparison, Taylor (1948) quotes an unpublished
result by Bethe of 2ry, while his analysis gives 1:33ry. A later value
derived by Hill (1950) is 1:92ry. These results have been discussed
by Woodward (1978) in studying penetration of plane sheets by
conical projectiles. An interesting observation that follows from
Fig. 6. Speciﬁc cavitation power needed to expand a circular hole under uniform
internal pressure. Results are with family (1.3) for m ¼ 2 (Mises solid) and
m ¼ 1000 (nearly Tresca hexagon) with different levels of hardening. Asymptotic
values are attained with increasing hole expansion. Calculations are for Ry ¼ 0:003
and m ¼ 0:3.
Fig. 7. Asymptotic value of the speciﬁc cavitation power needed to expand a
circular hole under uniform internal pressure vs. hardening index n. Results are
with family (1.3) for m ¼ 2 (Mises solid). Calculations are for various values of Ry
and with m ¼ 0:3.
Table 1
Comparison of predicted ballistic limits with experimental results (Radin and
Goldsmith, 1988) for 2024-0 aluminum and Laxen plates with blunt and conically-
nosed projectiles.
Projectile shape Target material hoa Ballistic limit ½m=s
Predicted Experimental
Conically-nosed AL 2024-0 0.26 88.7 52.8
0.50 123.2 95.2
0.76 150.9 144.0
1.01 174.2 184.4
Lexan 0.50 86.6 62.8
0.76 106.1 82.0
0.90 115.6 93.9
1.84 165.6 161.6
Blunt AL 2024-0 0.26 80.8 61.9
0.50 112.1 93.0
0.76 137.3 135.0
1.01 158.6 142.4
Lexan 0.50 78.8 65.0
0.76 96.6 92.4
0.90 105.2 99.8
1.84 150.8 147.0
Table 2
Yield stress ry and hardening index n for AA5083-H116 vary with the initial thickness
of the plate (Borvik et al., 2009).
ho ½mm ry ½MPa n
15 245 0.16
20 194 0.185
25 118 0.246
30 190 0.192
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contours that lie between the Mises and Tresca loci. Figures are al-
most identical for the Mises ellipse and the nearly Tresca hexagon.
The asymptotic saturation level of speciﬁc power (4.7) can serve a
measure of plate resistance to hole expansion and, as such, resem-
bles the limit cavitation pressure needed to expand spherical or
cylindrical plane-strain cavities in elastoplastic media (Masri and
Durban, 2007).
The speciﬁc cavitation power can be used when evaluating the
ballistic limit for penetration of metal targets. Consider a circular
plate of initial thickness ho perforated, quasi-statically, by a rigid
projectile of shank radius a. The work done by the projectile
throughout the process of creating the hole volume is approxi-
mated by
W ¼ pa2hosc ð4:8Þ
where sc is the asymptotic speciﬁc cavitation power. This should be
equaled with all of the kinetic energy of the projectile at impact
W ¼ 1
2
MU2 ð4:9Þ
whereM is the mass of the projectile and U the ballistic limit. It fol-
lows from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) that a simple relation for the ballistic
limit is given by
U ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pa2hosc
M
r
ð4:10Þ
Under the assumption that the hole has been expanded from zero
radius to ﬁnal radius a, we use (4.10) for given projectile and target
parameters. The asymptotic speciﬁc cavitation power ðscÞ can be
evaluated from Fig. 7 for hardening index n and yield stress
Ryð¼ ry=EÞ, while the dependence on the yield contour (m) can be
neglected, as shown in Fig. 6.
The validity of (4.10) has been assessed by comparison with
experimental data reported by Radin and Goldsmith (1988) and
by Borvik et al. (2009). Radin and Goldsmith (1988) presented
experimental values of ballistic limits for perforation tests of AL
2024-0 (with m ¼ 0:3; E ¼ 72 GPa and ry ¼ 270 MPaÞ and of Laxen
(with m ¼ 0:35; E ¼ 2:2 GPa and ry ¼ 172 MPaÞ targets, where both
materials are considered as perfectly-plastic solids ðn! 0Þ. Com-
parison of predicted results, calculated from relation (4.10), with
test data for 12:7 mm blunt ðM ¼ 35 grÞ and 60 conically tipped
ðM ¼ 29 grÞ hard steel projectiles (Radin and Goldsmith, 1988) isshown in Table 1. Borvik et al. (2009) presented experimental val-
ues of ballistic limits for penetration testing of AA5083-H116 alu-
minum targets with E ¼ 70 MPa and m ¼ 0:3 while yield stress ry
and hardening index n vary with the initial thickness of the plate
as shown in Table 2. Borvik et al. (2009) compared measured bal-
listic velocity with analytical predictions for plane-strain cavity
expansion. Table 3 shows ballistic velocity values predicted by
the plane-strain model and by the present plane-stress model
Table 3
Comparison of experimental results for the ballistic limit of AA5083-H116 plates
(Borvik et al., 2009) with predicted ballistic limits for plane-stress (from relation
(4.10)) and plane-strain (Borvik et al., 2009) theories.
ho
a Ballistic limit ½m=s
Predicted Experimental
Plane-stress Plane-strain
1.5 214 250 216
2.0 237 274 250
2.5 251 284 258
3.0 292 338 313
T. Cohen et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 3643–3650 3649against results obtained in tests. Data is for 20 mm conically-nosed
hard steel projectiles ðM ¼ 197 grÞ.
Comparison of theoretical predictions obtained from relation
(4.10) with experimental results in Tables 1 and 3 reveals good
agreement, except for very thin plates (small hole) where the per-
foration process cannot be considered as ductile hole enlargement.
In that case out of plane bending may occur (dishing), and the
plane-stress assumption serves as an upper bound model for the
ballistic limit. Likewise, it is conceivable that for higher values of
ho=a the plane-strain cavitation ﬁeld will provide more reliable
predictions. In this range it is expected that the plane-stress ﬁeld
will model weaker behavior with lower ballistic velocities (Table
3). Thus one can conjecture that within a deﬁnite range of ho=a ra-
tio (depending on target material) the present analysis gives reli-
able estimation of ballistic velocities. Indeed, as shown in Table
3, experimental values lie between plane-stress and plane-strain
predictions.
5. Remote uniform tension
The boundary conditions for this case are
r ¼ a0 : rr ¼ 0 r !1; rr ! r1 ð5:1Þ
or, in terms of ða;RÞ, from (2.1) and (2.2)
a ¼ p
2
R ¼ R1 at infinity R1 ¼ r1E
 
ð5:2Þ
andFig. 8. Stress concentration factor for hole expansion under remote tension. A limiting v
m ¼ 2 on both ﬁgures, while the Tresca hexagon is approached with largem in family (1.3
Calculations are with Ry ¼ 0:003 and m ¼ 0:3.a ¼ p
6
at the hole boundary ð5:3Þ
Stress histories in this case are not universal with radial proﬁles
depending on remote load r1. Parameter a varies now monoto-
nously with R and Eq. (3.10) has been solved starting with remote
ﬁeld variables ðp=2;R1Þ and a chosen value of R1. Integration
continued until the hole boundary ða ¼ p=6Þ, then repeating
the procedure with new values of R1.
Results are displayed in Fig. 8 for the stress concentration factor,
at the hole, deﬁned by
k ¼ rhðr ¼ a0Þ
r1
ð5:4Þ
Limiting values of r1 have been observed in all cases consid-
ered here, where the hole expands spontaneously under constant
remote tension. The stress concentration factor k becomes very
large (computational time increases considerably in that range)
and there is a very strong boundary layer of strains near the hole
with h=h0 ! 0, while the circumferential strain becomes very
large. The results shown in Fig. 8 are similar to those in Durban
and Birman (1982) for stress concentration at a circular hole
embedded in an unisotropic sheet under remote tension.
It is apparent from Fig. 8 that hardening considerably increases
the level of limit tension and that for the samem, family (1.4) mod-
els a stronger material than family (1.3). The level of limit tension
appears to be highly sensitive to yield criteria. A simple way to as-
sess the inﬂuence of the hole, on global stability of the sheet, is by
considering a uniform circular sheet under remote tension r1.
Both models (1.3) and (1.4) are compatible with the uniform stress
ﬁeld re ¼ rr ¼ rh ¼ r1 and post yield strains
er ¼ 1 mE r1 þ
1
2
ep ð5:5Þ
eh ¼ 1 mE r1 þ
1
2
ep ð5:6Þ
ez ¼ 2mE r1  ep ð5:7Þ
Now, the nominal force (per unit undeformed area) acting on
any diametrical cross section is
F ¼ r1eerþez ð5:8Þalue of remote stress r1 has been observed in all cases. Mises solid is described by
). Yield conditions (1.3) and (1.4) are shown with full and broken lines, respectively.
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F ¼ r1 exp 1 3mE r1 
1
2
ep
 
ð5:9Þ
This force attains a maximum when
r1
1 3t
E
r1  12
dep
dr1
 
þ 1 ¼ 0 ð5:10Þ
with further speciﬁcation for the power law (2.8), with rh ¼ r1,
3
2
ð1 2mÞr1
E
 1
2n
ry
E
  r1
ry
 1
n
þ 1 ¼ 0 ð5:11Þ
Neglecting the elastic term we ﬁnd that F attains its highest va-
lue at a remote stress of
r1
ry
¼ 2n
Ry
 n
ð5:12Þ
Comparing that result to those of Fig. 8 ðRy ¼ 0:003Þ we ﬁnd for
(5.11) the values of 1:52 ðn ¼ 0:1Þ and 4:9 ðn ¼ 0:3Þ. Thus, for
n ¼ 0:1 prediction of (5.11) is approximately at the border between
numerical results for the two yield criteria, while for n ¼ 0:3
relation (5.11) provides an upper bound on remote stress for both
families. By comparison, the uniaxial necking stress, for both yield
criteria, is
ru
ry
¼ n
Ry
 n
ð5:13Þ
upon neglecting the elastic branch. For the two examples of Fig. 8
we have from (5.12) the values of 1:42 ðn ¼ 0:1Þ and 3:98 ðn ¼ 0:3Þ
which are below those obtained from (5.11).
6. Conclusions
We have shown that formulation of axially-symmetric plane-
stress problems, of ﬁnitely deformed elastoplastic solids, can be
reduced to a single differential equation. Derivation is for two
generalized yield functions, for deformation type theories, and
accounts for arbitrary hardening and elastic compressibility. No
deﬁnite yield stress need to be assumed and strain softening can
be incorporated as well.
Possible bifurcation, away from the axially-symmetric pattern,
including buckling for the internally pressurized hole, and the
emergence of shear bands have not been addressed. Nevertheless,
it is expected that in range of moderate strains, hole expansion
phenomena is accurately described in this work.
For the problem of hole enlargement under internal pressure,
applied load can reach a peak value. However, the speciﬁc power
needed to create a new volume increment appears to approach a
saturation level, which is practically independent of parameter
m. Simple energy considerations provide a practical relation for
the ballistic limit in quasi-static plate perforation which shows
good agreement with experimental results. In the case of hole
expansion under remote radial tension, the load approaches an
asymptotic value, where the hole expands simultaneously, with
considerable sensitivity to parameter m.The present study generalizes existing work on plane-stress
plastic ﬁelds that involve growth of circular holes. Results should
be helpful in selecting yield criteria for application to ﬁnite plastic-
ity problems. Solution method is applicable to other yield criteria,
including plastic anisotropy, which are homogeneous in stress
components.
Finally, we mention that results obtained here with family (1.3)
for large values of m do not necessarily approach the exact Tresca
solution where normality does not apply at a vertex of the yield
surface. In this study, by contrast, plastic strain rates remain nor-
mal to yield surface at any point and pass smoothly even for the
nearly Tresca surface with any ﬁnite value of m.
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